
Australia’s largest salt lake rarely sees 
water, but it’s always a great spectacle.

flat white

 LAKE EYRE IS very well-named if you like puns; its full, flat glory is 
certainly best appreciated from the air. About 65km east of William 
Creek as the crow – or rather, our charter pilot’s GA8 Airvan – flies, the 
world’s largest ephemeral lake first appears as an ever-increasing white 
band on the horizon. It’s as if God, tiring of endless red earth and 

saltbush, suddenly decided to liquid-paper out the outback. 
Darkening ground below heralds our arrival, a fringe of baked mud around 

the lake’s dry crust. Then the desert vanishes and we’re staring into an abyss of 
brilliant white. Or maybe it’s staring at us. 

This enormous, mesmerising salt pan is Belt Bay, Australia’s furthest point 
below sea level and the deepest part of Lake Eyre on those rare occasions when it 
fills. In 1974, the record flood year, it was 5.7m under water. Bone-dry as usual 
today, its surface glows in the harsh daylight, faintly patterned and occasionally 
smeared with ochre streaks of rust rippled by the wind. 

Herman Melville spent an entire chapter of Moby Dick rhapsodising about 
the awe inspired by whiteness on a grand scale. “In its profoundest idealised 
significance,” he wrote, “it calls up a peculiar apparition to the soul”. What would 
he have made of Lake Eyre? The size of four Luxembourgs, it affords a 360-degree 
vista so expansive you can see the curvature of the planet. 

Named in 1860 for its European discoverer, Edward John Eyre, the 9690sq km 
lake consists of Lake Eyre North and smaller Lake Eyre South, linked by the 15km 
Goyder Channel. Fed by wild rivers such as the Diamantina, Georgina and Cooper 
Creek, it’s the endpoint of the world’s largest endorheic or closed drainage basin. 
With no outflowing streams or subterranean diffusion, water’s sole escape option 
is evaporation – no problem out here in the driest part of the continent. 
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Plein air at Lake Eyre 
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Adding to the lake’s romance is its link to the holy grail of early explorers, 
the fabled inland sea, a hypothesis buoyed by the longstanding dream of 
a fertile, well-watered interior. But nature’s sense of humour can be very dry, 
and the dream awoke to bleak reality – Lake Eyre is as close to an inland sea 
as Australia gets. In 1876, the disappointed explorer JW Lewis reported it 
“useless in every respect”. Geologist Cecil Madigan concurred after his 1939 
survey. Immune to the unique magnificence, he called it “a horrible travesty, 
a vast white prostrate ghost of a lake” where “all is dead”. In his day, of course,  
Lake Eyre was thought to be permanently dry. Previous sightings of water 
had been dismissed as mirages and a filling wasn’t recorded until 1949. 
We now know enough water rolls in from the channel country every eight 
years or so to cover Lake Eyre North, but rarely deeper than 3m – and with 
evaporation rates of about 2m a year it doesn’t last long. Much smaller volumes 
of water reach isolated sections almost every year, but pass largely unseen. 

During dry times the Lake Eyre dragon, a hand-sized lizard, inhabits cracks 
in the salt crust, feeding on ants and keeping the glare out with adapted 
eyelids. When the water comes, so do large numbers of birds. More than 80 
species – pelicans, gulls, cormorants, terns, banded stilts – zero in on the 
temporary sea from up to 2000km away. Some follow the barrelling flood-

waters, others fly over dry land. Just how they know a 
filling is due is one of Lake Eyre’s most intriguing secrets. 

Up to nine times saltier than the Pacific once its crust is 
flooded and dissolved, the lake can be painful to swim in 
– even for fish. Only tough types such as bony bream and 
Lake Eyre hardyhead tolerate it; other species arriving 
with floodwaters tend to sicken and fall prey to birds that 
pick them off where the channels run in. Brine and shield 
shrimp are more at home in the salt bath. From the air, 
variations in salinity create swirling shapes.

Perhaps the strangest transient life forms are the sailors 
of the Lake Eyre Yacht Club, who spend years watching 
for those fleeting moments of navigable depth. More 
conventional visitors can access the shoreline by 4WD via 
Marree or William Creek – where Wrightsair (www.
wrightsair.com.au) scenic flights take off – or see it from 
the Oodnadatta Track 90km west of Marree.  �

For more information visit www.parks.sa.gov.au  
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